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YOUR MUSIC TRIP 
TO ZANZIBAR 





by Luciano x Caprices Festival x TRIBE

Destination Zanzibar :  4 - 12 November 2023

The result of a collaboration between world known artist Luciano and the team behind award winning Capric -

es Festival, TRIBE GOES TO ZANZIBAR AGAIN this time collaborating with ITER which is a concept of a 
holistically organized musical trip.

Discovery of a region, exclusive musical events in places as a typical as they are idyllic, immersion into local 
culture, moments of wellbeing, culinary pleasures, sharing of emotions with a group of travel festival-goers 
linked by common passions.

For the third year in a row after two successful events in 2021 and 2022, the choice toof the organizers to 

Meanwhile, Tribe with our adventures we span the globe, o�ering tribe members exclusive and luxurious experiences, from 
lively festivals to transformative wellness retreats. This tribe introduces additional holistic activities that deeply connect you 
with your inner self, enriching the journey.

-

gettable experience to its visitors. Breathtaking landscapes, crystal clear waters, white sands, preserved and 
authentic environment, a feeling of total security, extremely kind local actors, delicious food and an extremely 

TRIBE and ITER

rich flora and fauna.

shows with internationally renowned artists in intimate spaces, with moments of wellbeing that will trigger 
all the senses of each visitor.

On each trip, TRIBE and ITER binds itself to a local social cause allowing support for the local culture, raising awareness 
and helping with the problems that the region encounters.

TRIBE GOES TO ZANZIBAR AGAIN





CONCEPT
Dates: November 4 - 12

Accommodation:  8 nights at a hotel of your choice

Party: 5 events in unique locations

Discovery: Island tours and activities

Wellbeing:  Culinary experiences and treatments

Line-up: TBA 9 world known international acts�
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LINE UP

INTERNATIONAL ACTS

LINE-UP TO BE ANNOUNCED

Previous TRIBE and ITER musical navigators: Luciano, Mathew Jonson, Guti, Manda Moor, Francesca Lombardo, 
Dan Ghenacia, Cesar Merveille, Dani Ramos, Giorgio Maulini, Michel Cleis, Norman Weber, Olivia and many more.  



BACKPACKERS PACKAGE

For the barefoot lovers and relaxed travelers, who would like an authentic Zanzibar experience, we have hand -

bungalows in a jungle-like setting.

Included in the hotel package:

Double or Single Room for 8 nights at Demani Lodge

Private room�bungalow

Daily breakfast

Airport transfers to and from the hotel

TRIBE and ITER events

Daily surprise dinner concepts at our events and B4 Beach Club

Event transportations, busses, boats

Curated local cultural activities, sound healing, meditation, workshops

     

Price 
per person 

 USD 2675







Included in the hotel package:

Private bungalow at B4 Beach Club, B4 Boutique or Double Room 
at SH Monica hotel for 8 nights  

Airport transfers to and from the hotel

Daily Breakfast

TRIBE and ITER events 

Daily surprise dinner concepts at our events and B4 Beach Club

Event transportations, busses, boats

Curated local cultural activities, sound healing, meditation, workshops

BOUTIQUE PACKAGE

Looking to be in the heart of TRIBE and ITER Trip� B4 Beach Club, SBH Monica and B4 Boutique hotels are located on the 

white sands of Paje beach, two steps away from mesmerizing Indian Ocean and serve as TRIBE and ITER base for the duration 

of the trip. Whether you want a beach bungalow at a party hotel B4 Beach Club or a more relaxed experience at 

SBH Monica and B4 Boutique. The choice is yours�

     

Price 
per person 

 USD3180

     

Price 
per person 

 USD3510

for  B4 Beach Club 

B4 Boutique

for SBH Monica



PREMIUM PACKAGE

Indulging in the exquisite beauty of Zanzibar takes on an entirely new dimension when 

you opt for a premium experience that includes luxurious accommodations and more 

personalised travel experience. We are working with various luxury hotels around the island, 

from chic Bamboo hotel on the Southeast Coast of Zanzibar designed by Zanzibar-based 

Villa resort Kisiwa known for its spa and wellness facilities on the white sands of Paje Beach.

    

     

Price 
per person 

Upon Request







TRIBE and ITER events 

SINGLES PACKAGE

Do not have a buddy to travel with no worries, SBH Monica situated a stones throw away from B4 Beach 

Club on the southeast coast of the island, overlooking the crystal-clear waters of the Indian Ocean has 

beautiful 5 rooms to accommodate the single travellers. 

 Double Room for 8 nights at SBH Monica hotel

Outdoor swimming pool, gym, spa, jacuzzi 

Daily breakfast

Airport transfers to and from the hotel

Daily surprise dinner concepts at events and B4 Beach Club

     

Price 
per person 

 USD3625



EXTRAS

Our hotel package includes everything the visitor needs for extraordinary multisensory 
experience. Additional activities are also available to add an extra touch of magic:

Kite Surfing

Yoga

Diving

Fishing

Sailing

Stone Town Tour

Spice Farm Tour

Dolphin Tour

Seaweed Farm Tour

Paddle Boarding

Tribe healing sessions : 

-Yoga and sound bath 

-Wild energy cacao ceremony with sound bath 

-Inner child & sound bath ( ask for explanation)

SAFARI TOUR
Take your Tanzanian experience further and experience 

the wildlife at one of the 3 day Safari tours.

ARUSHA Safari

SERENGETI Safari 

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, 

VISIT OUR WEBSITE WWW.ITER-TRIP.COM 

OR CONTACT US ON INFO@ITER-TRIP.COM





Connect@yourtribe.life
+974 3000 6554

@yourtibe.life

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT 
WWW.YOURTRIBE.LIFE

or Email on 

or Instagram

x


